A GENERIC GUIDE TO NAVIGATING INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY PROCEDURES AT U.S. UNIVERSITIES
START
HERE

ARE YOU

YOUR IDEA from a class or
extracurricular?

Y

Get Letter from
TTO that proves
the university
doesn’t own it.

PROBABLY
You’d own the IP.
Visit Tech Transfer
Office (TTO) anyway

N

YOU ARE
RESPONSIBLE
FOR FILING
This includes analysis
of commercial potential,
patentability, ﬁnding a
lawyer, and paying fees.

No claim to your work?

RESEARCH FACULTY/
EMPLOYEE/POST DOC

STUDENT

UNDERGRAD

Y

Are you working
in a lab?
OR
Did the idea
come from faculty
research?
OR
Did the idea come
from a faculty
collaboration with
you?

N

CHECK YOUR EMPLOYMENT
AGREEMENT.

Y

N

GRAD OR PHD
CANDIDATE

Employed by the University?

Y

CHECK THE
UNIVERSITY’S IP
POLICIES ONLINE
Check if grants or
certain university
resources might
constitute
“substantial
resources” that
could trigger a
TTO ownership
claim.

The university probably has
claims to the IP emerging from
your work product, or the
faculty members you worked
with.
They probably have
claims to IP from your
work product
They almost certainly
have claims to faculty
work product
The government may have
IP rights if it was federally
funded.

Talk to TTO:
Invention
Disclosure

Create your own IP

Partner
Partner
Partner

Grow Company

Grow startup to
the point of
sub-licensing out
de-risked
technology

Holders of an
exclusive license
will be responsible
for USPTO
maintenance
fees + litigation,
if necessary.

Negotiate in-License
Ask for exclusivity
Ideally worldwide
Usually includes
up-front fee & royalty
agreement
Terms vary

Secure
Exclusive
Option to
License
Usually
1 year

Some Campus
Entrepreneur
Centers will still
help you.
Some won’t
if it’s not the
University’s IP.
University
rejects ﬁling
the IP, but
gives the
inventor the
rights to ﬁle
and own it

TTO performs
Patentability
& Commercial
Analysis

Check if they
ﬁled a PCT.
Many universities
don’t, so you
might only get IP
protection
in the USA.

The university may decide to abandon the patent at any time

University
Files
Provisional

University
declines to
ﬁle the
application.

